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Abstract 

In this paper the problem of learning appropriate domain-specific 
bias is addressed. It is shown that this can be achieved by learning 
many related tasks from the same domain, and a theorem is given 
bounding the number tasks that must be learnt. A corollary of the 
theorem is that if the tasks are known to possess a common inter
nal representation or preprocessing then the number of examples 
required per task for good generalisation when learning n tasks si
multaneously scales like O(a + ~), where O(a) is a bound on the 
minimum number of examples requred to learn a single task, and 
O( a + b) is a bound on the number of examples required to learn 
each task independently. An experiment providing strong qualita
tive support for the theoretical results is reported. 

1 Introduction 

It has been argued (see [6]) that the main problem in machine learning is the biasing 
of a learner's hypothesis space sufficiently well to ensure good generalisation from 
a small number of examples. Once suitable biases have been found the actual 
learning task is relatively trivial. Exisiting methods of bias generally require the 
input of a human expert in the form of heuristics, hints [1], domain knowledge, 
etc. Such methods are clearly limited by the accuracy and reliability of the expert's 
knowledge and also by the extent to which that knowledge can be transferred to the 
learner. Here I attempt to solve some of these problems by introducing a method 
for automatically learning the bias. 

The central idea is that in many learning problems the learner is typically em
bedded within an environment or domain of related learning tasks and that the 
bias appropriate for a single task is likely to be appropriate for other tasks within 
the same environment. A simple example is the problem of handwritten character 
recognition. A preprocessing stage that identifies and removes any (small) rota
tions, dilations and translations of an image of a character will be advantageous for 
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recognising all characters. If the set of all individual character recognition problems 
is viewed as an environment of learning tasks, this preprocessor represents a bias 
that is appropriate to all tasks in the environment. It is likely that there are many 
other currently unknown biases that are also appropriate for this environment. We 
would like to be able to learn these automatically. 

Bias that is appropriate for all tasks must be learnt by sampling from many tasks. 
If only a single task is learnt then the bias extracted is likely to be specific to that 
task. For example, if a network is constructed as in figure 1 and the output nodes 
are simultaneously trained on many similar problems, then the hidden layers are 
more likely to be useful in learning a novel problem of the same type than if only a 
single problem is learnt. In the rest of this paper I develop a general theory of bias 
learning based upon the idea of learning multiple related tasks. The theory shows 
that a learner's generalisation performance can be greatly improved by learning 
related tasks and that if sufficiently many tasks are learnt the learner's bias can be 
extracted and used to learn novel tasks. 

Other authors that have empirically investigated the idea of learning multiple re
lated tasks include [5] and [8]. 

2 Learning Bias 

For the sake of argument I consider learning problems that amount to minimizing 
the mean squared error of a function h over some training set D. A more general 
formulation based on statistical decision theory is given in [3]. Thus, it is assumed 
that the learner receives a training set of (possibly noisy) input- output pairs D = 
{(XI, YI), ... , (xm' Ym)}, drawn according to a probability distribution P on X X Y 
(X being the input space and Y being the output space) and searches through its 
hypothesis space 1l for a function h: X --+ Y minimizing the empirical error, 

1 m 

E(h, D) = - 2)h(xd - yd 2. 
m 

i=1 

The true error or generalisation error of h is the expected error under P: 

E(h, P) = r (h(x) - y)2 dP(x, y). 
ixxY 

(1) 

(2) 

The hope of course is that an h with a small empirical error on a large enough 
training set will also have a small true error, i.e. it will generalise well. 

I model the environment of the learner as a pair (P, Q) where P = {P} is a set of 
learning tasks and Q is a probability measure on P. The learner is now supplied 
not with a single hypothesis space 1l but with a hypothesis space family IHI = {1l}. 
Each 1l E IHI represents a different bias the learner has about the environment. For 
example, one 1l may contain functions that are very smooth, whereas another 1l 
might contain more wiggly functions. Which hypothesis space is best will depend 
on the kinds of functions in the environment. To determine the best 1l E !HI for 
(P, Q), we provide the learner not with a single training set D but with n such 
training sets D I , ... , Dn. Each Di is generated by first sampling from 'P according 
to Q to give Pi and then sampling m times from X x Y according to Pi to give 
Di = {(XiI, Yil), ... , (Xim, Yim)}. The learner searches for the hypothesis space 
1l E IHI with minimal empirical error on D I , ... , Dn , where this is defined by 

~ 1 2:n ~ E*(1l, D I , ... , Dn) = - inf E(h, Dd. 
n hE1/. 

i=1 

(3) 
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Figure 1: Net for learning multiple tasks. Input Xij from training set Di is prop
agated forwards through the internal representation f and then only through the 
output network gi. The error [gi(l(Xij)) - Yij]2 is similarly backpropagated only 
through the output network gi and then f. Weight updates are performed after all 
training sets D 1 , ... , Dn have been presented. 

The hypothesis space 1l with smallest empirical error is the one that is best able to 
learn the n data sets on average. 

There are two ways of measuring the true error of a bias learner. The first is how 
well it generalises on the n tasks PI,"" Pn used to generate the training sets. 
Assuming that in the process of minimising (3) the learner generates n functions 
hI, ... , hn E 1l with minimal empirical error on their respective training setsI , the 
learner's true error is measured by: 

(4) 

Note that in this case the learner's empirical er
ror is given by En(hI, ... , hn' Db ... , Dn) = ~ 2:~=I E(hi' Dt}. The second way 
of measuring the generalisation error of a bias learner is to determine how good 1l 
is for learning novel tasks drawn from the environment (P, Q): 

E*(1l, Q) = 1 inf E(h, P) dQ(P) 
1> hEll 

(5) 

A learner that has found an 1l with a small value of (5) can be said to have learnt 
to learn the tasks in P in general. To state the bounds ensuring these two types of 
generalisation a few more definitions must be introduced. 

Definition 1 Let !HI = {1l} be a hypothesis space family. Let ~ = {h E 1l: 1l E 
lHt}. For any h:X -+ Y, define a map h:X X Y -+ [0,1] by h(x,y) = (h(x) _ y)2. 
Note the abuse of notation: h stands for two different functions depending on its 
argument. Given a sequence of n functions h = (hI, . .. , hn ) let h: (X x y)n -+ [0,1] 
be the function (XI, YI, ... , Xn , Yn) H ~ 2:~=I hi (Xi, yt). Let 1ln be the set of all such 
functions where the hi are all chosen from 1l. Let JHr = {1l n: 1l E H}. For each 
1l E !HI define 1l*:P -+ [0,1] by1l*(P) = infhEll E(h, P} and let:HI* = {1l*:1l E !HI}. 

1 This assumes the infimum in (3) is attained. 
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Definition 2 Given a set of function s 1i from any space Z to [0, 1], and any prob
ability measure on Z, define the pseudo-metric dp on 1i by 

dp(h, hI) = l lh(Z) - hl(z)1 dP(z). 

Denote the smallestE-cover of (1i,dp ) byJV{E,1i,dp ). Define the E-capacity of1i 
by 

C(E, 1i) = sup JV (E, 1i, dp ) 
p 

where the supremum is over all discrete probability measures P on Z. 

Definition 2 will be used to define the E-capacity of spaces such as !HI* and [IHF ]"., 

where from definition 1 the latter is [IHF ]". = {h E 1in :1i E H}. 

The following theorem bounds the number of tasks and examples per task required 
to ensure that the hypothesis space learnt by a bias learner will, with high proba
bility, contain good solutions to novel tasks in the same environment2 . 

Theorem 1 Let the n training sets D I , ... , Dn be generated by sampling n times 
from the environment P according to Q to give PI"", Pn , and then sampling m 
times from each Pi to generate Di . Let !HI = {1i} be a hypothesis space family and 

suppose a learner chooses 1£ E 1HI minimizing (3) on D I , ... , Dn. For all E > 0 and 
0 < 8 < 1, if 

n 

and m 

then 

The bound on m in theorem 1 is the also the number of examples required per 
task to ensure generalisation of the first kind mentioned above. That is, it is 
the number of examples required in each data set Di to ensure good generalisa
tion on average across all n tasks when using the hypothesis space family 1HI. If 
we let m( lHI, n, E, 8) be the number of examples required per task to ensure that 

Pr {Db"" Dn: IEn(hI"' " hn , DI"'" Dn) - En(hI, . . . , hn , PI" " , Pn)1 > E} < 
8, where all hi E 1i for some fixed 1i E IHI, then 

G(IHI, n, E, 8) = m( lHI, 1, E, 8) 
m{lHI, n, E, 8) 

represents the advantage in learning n tasks as opposed to one task (the ordinary 
learning scenario). Call G(IHI, n, E, 8) the n-task gain of IHI. Using the fact [3] that 

C (E, lHl". ) :::; C (E, [IHr ]".) :::; C (E, IHl". t , 
and the formula for m from theorem 1, we have, 

1 :::; G{IHI, n, E, 8) :::; n. 

2The bounds in theorem 1 can be improved to 0 (~) if all 11. E H are convex and the 
error is the squared loss [7]. 
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Thus, at least in the worst case analysis here, learning n tasks in the same environ
ment can result in anything from no gain at all to an n-fold reduction in the number 
of examples required per task. In the next section a very intuitive analysis of the 
conditions leading to the extreme values of G(H, n, c, J) is given for the situation 
where an internal representation is being learnt for the environment. I will also say 
more about the bound on the number of tasks (n) in theorem 1. 

3 Learning Internal Representations with Neural Networks 

In figure 1 n tasks are being learnt using a common representation f. In this 
case [JHF]". is the set of all possible networks formed by choosing the weights in the 
representation and output networks. IHl". is the same space with a single output node. 
If the n tasks were learnt independently (i.e. without a common representation) then 
each task would use its own copy of H"., i.e. we wouldn't be forcing the tasks to all 
use the same representation. 

Let W R be the total number of weights in the representation network and W 0 

be the number of weights in an individual output network. Suppose also that all 
the nodes in each network are Lipschitz boundecP. Then it can be shown [3] that 
InC(c, [IHr]".):::: 0 ((Wo + ~)In~) and InC(c,IHr):::: 0 (WRln~). Substituting 
these bounds into theorem 1 shows that to generalise well on average on n tasks 
using a common representation requires m :::: 0 (/2 [( W 0 + ~) In ~ + ~ In } ]) :::: 
o (a + .~J examples of each task. In addition, if n :::: 0 CI, WR In ~) then with high 
probability the resulting representation will be good for learning novel tasks from 
the same environment. Note that this bound is very large. However it results from a 
worst-case analysis and so is highly likely to be beaten in practice. This is certainly 
borne out by the experiment in the next section. 

The learning gain G(H, n, c) satisfies G(H, n, c) ~ Wo±'!a. Thus, if WR » Wo, 
Wo±.:::.B. 

G ~ n, while if Wo » W R then G ~ 1. This is perfectly intuitive: when Wo » 
W R the representation network is hardly doing any work, most of the power of 
the network is in the ouput networks and hence the tasks are effectively being 
learnt independently. However, if WR » Wo then the representation network 
dominates; there is very little extra learning to be done for the individual tasks 
once the representation is known, and so each example from every task is providing 
full information to the representation network. Hence the gain of n. 

Note that once a representation has been learnt the sampling burden for learning a 
novel task will be reduced to m:::: 0 (e1, [Wo In ~ + In}]) because only the output 
network has to be learnt. If this theory applies to human learning then the fact 
that we are able to learn words, faces, characters, etcwith relatively few examples 
(a single example in the case offaces) indicates that our "output networks" are very 
small, and, given our large ignorance concerning an appropriate representation, the 
representation network for learning in these domains would have to be large, so we 
would expect to see an n-task gain of nearly n for learning within these domains. 

3 A node a : lR P -t lR is LipJChitz bounded if there exists a constant e such that la( x) -
a(x'}1 < ellx - x'il for all x, x' E lR P• Note that this rules out threshold nodes, but sigmoid 
squashing functions are okay as long as the weights are bounded. 
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4 Experiment: Learning Symmetric Boolean Functions 

In this section the results of an experiment are reported in which a neural network 
was trained to learn symmetric4 Boolean functions. The network was the same as 
the one in figure 1 except that the output networks 9i had no hidden layers. The 
input space X = {O, Ipo was restricted to include only those inputs with between 
one and four ones. The functions in the environment of the network consisted of all 
possible symmetric Boolean functions over the input space, except the trivial "con
stant 0" and "constant 1" functions. Training sets D 1 , ..• ,Dn were generated by 
first choosing n functions (with replacement) uniformly from the fourteen possible, 
and then choosing m input vectors by choosing a random number between 1 and 4 
and placing that many l's at random in the input vector. The training sets were 
learnt by minimising the empirical error (3) using the backpropagation algorithm 
as outlined in figure 1. Separate simulations were performed with n ranging from 
1 to 21 in steps of four and m ranging from 1 to 171 in steps of 10. Further details 
of the experimental procedure may be found in [3], chapter 4. 

Once the network had sucessfully learnt the n training sets its generalization ability 
was tested on all n functions used to generate the training set. In this case the 
generalisation error (equation (4)) could be computed exactly by calculating the 
network's output (for all n functions) for each of the 385 input vectors. The gener
alisation error as a function of nand m is plotted in figure 2 for two independent 
sets of simulations. Both simulations support the theoretical result that the number 
of examples m required for good generalisation decreases with increasing n (cf the
orem 1) . For training sets D1 , ... , Dn that led to a generalisation error of less than 

G&nerailsahon Error 

Figure 2: Learning surfaces for two independent simulations. 

0.01, the representation network f was extracted and tested for its true error, where 
this is defined as in equation (5) (the hypothesis space 1£ is the set of all networks 
formed by attaching any output network to the fixed representation network f). 
Although there is insufficient space to show the representation error here (see [3] 
for the details), it was found that the representation error monotonically decreased 
with the number of tasks learnt, verifying the theoretical conclusions. 

The representation's output for all inputs is shown in figure 3 for sample sizes 
(n, m) = (1,131), (5, 31) and (13,31). All outputs corresponding to inputs from 
the same category (i.e. the same number of ones) are labelled with the same symbol. 
The network in the n = 1 case generalised perfectly but the resulting representation 
does not capture the symmetry in the environment and also does not distinguish 
the inputs with 2,3 and 4 "I's" (because the function learnt didn't), showing that 

4 A symmetric Boolean function is one that is invariant under interchange of its inputs, 
or equivalently, one that only depends on the number of "l's" in its input (e.g. parity). 
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learning a single function is not sufficient to learn an appropriate representation. 
By n = 5 the representation's behaviour has improved (the inputs with differing 
numbers of l's are now well separated, but they are still spread around a lot) and 
by n = 13 it is perfect. As well as reducing the sampling burden for the n tasks in 
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Figure 3: Plots of the output of a representation generated from the indicated (n, m) 
sample. 

the training set, a representation learnt on sufficiently many tasks should be good 
for learning novel tasks and should greatly reduce the number of examples required 
for new tasks. This too was experimentally verified although there is insufficient 
space to present the results here (see [3]). 

5 Conclusion 

I have introduced a formal model of bias learning and shown that (under mild 
restrictions) a learner can sample sufficiently many times from sufficiently many 
tasks to learn bias that is appropriate for the entire environment. In addition, the 
number of examples required per task to learn n tasks independently was shown 
to be upper bounded by O(a + bin) for appropriate environments. See [2] for an 
analysis of bias learning within an Information theoretic framework which leads to 
an exact a + bin-type bound. 
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